
 

 

Call for papers for a workshop on  

Books of Law 

in the (very) long tenth century 

Vienna, 05-06 September 2019 

 

Manuscripts containing various regulatory and normative texts were produced, emended, augmented 

and used across the early medieval period, with a ‘long’ tenth century. Many of the legal texts – from 

law-codes and canon collections, to capitularies, formularies and cartularies – were first drafted in 

preceding centuries, but continued to be copied, updated and re-written in response to the contemporary 

needs and understandings of their scribes and readers throughout the tenth century and beyond. Each 

manuscript witness therefore comprises a unique attestation of the legal and/or normative contexts, made 

immediate through text, paratext and mise-en-page, revealing the development of law, legal literacies 

and the legal imagination through the adaptation of the technology of the book. 

 

This workshop therefore proposes a manuscript-led approach to law-books and normative collections, 

positioned at the intersection of the disciplines of the History of Law and the History of the Book. 

Contributions might consider the specific contexts of an individual legal manuscript, comparative studies 

of multiple manuscript witnesses of a single law-text or of laws within the contexts of legal pluralism, 

comparative analysis of approaches taken to different laws and legal texts at a local level, or 

within/between regions. Specific directions of enquiry might address how the law-books were produced 

or were developed over time, how scribes in the long-tenth century adapted and updated the laws, 

evidence for readership, manuscript-led analysis of legal literacies (both pragmatic or ideological) and 

cultures, intertextual readings, textual communities, and so forth. 

 

Please send proposed titles, abstracts of ca. 250 words, and a short bibliographical note to 

thomas.gobbitt@assoc.oeaw.ac.at, by Sunday 31 March 2019. The conference forms part of the 

Austrian Science Fund (FWF) research project, Lombard Law-books and Book Culture, ca. 850-1025 

(P-29968). An edited collection of the proceedings and related contributions considering Books of Law 

in the First Millennium more broadly will be submitted for consideration to the (peer-reviewed) 

Medieval Worlds journal of the Institute for Medieval Research of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. 
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